Nashville Dream - Tennent’s Well of Fire
Dreamed 08/26/21
Greg Hood
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This afternoon as I napped, I dreamed the following:
In the dream Dutch and I found ourselves back at the Tennent’s Well of Fire. It
was still blowing re high into the sky. Gabriel the Archangel was there with us
also. The Well was not in the middle of the large eld of oil type wells as it was
before. It was here in Nashville. Nashville did not look like the Nashville we know
as we look around the city but it appeared to be built on the ocean. Tennent’s
Well of Fire looked a little di erent than before. It now was a platform Well. We
knew in the dream that this large body of water was a new water. A water that
had never been drilled in before. Gabriel said to us as we stood there on the
Well’s large platform, “Its your Father’s intent to drill deeper with this Well, than it
has ever drilled. We have made the modi cations needed to do so.” We could
then see many, many angels working on and around this Well, moving things;
cutting things away from it as well as seeing them do what looked like welding
things to it. Gabriel continued saying, “The water and the clay here in Nashville
is ready to receive for drilling. You will have to use your 601 bit here. It will take
some e ort but you will push through. The clay is ready.” Gabriel went on to say,
“The bit is still activated with the same code you used before. Give Kent the
code. He has been working from this drilling platform for 22 years. The platform
is ready and his crew of roughnecks are ready!”
Dutch pulled a small brown leather-bound book from his pocket and handed it
to me and said, “Hood, take this code book to Kent on the drill tower. Tell him
not to be alarmed at the size of the code book. It is small but powerful. Tell him
he will need to pull the sound from deep within himself. That’s where the 601
gets it’s power.” I took the code book to Kent, gave him the instruction I was
given and made my way back to where Dutch was.
Gabriel said, “follow me.” We begin to make our way up a staircase into the
heart of the Tennent’s Well of Fire. It seemed a little odd in the dream because
we knew we were climbing stairs but it seemed we were going deeper into the
Well. We arrived at a large conglomeration of valves that were attached to the
operations of the Well. Gabriel said to Dutch, “ These two valves are very
important to the success of this Well accomplishing it’s mission. You do know
that “Mission New Water-Deep Drill” is in full motion, right? This Well is built to
blow! Monitor these two valves and keep the pressure just right. Adjustments
will be needed as you drill. This process will be quick and erce.” Dutch then
replied to Gabriel, “We can do that.” I could see the look of nervousness on
Dutch’s face as he looked at the valves. Gabriel leaned into Dutch and
whispered in his ear, “Dutch you were built for this. The Ekklesia is no longer in
boot camp. She’s in “Her Day.”
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As we begin to examine and look over these two valves, we could see that each
valve had a name written on it. One had “BOP” written on it and the other one
had “RAM in the bush” written on it (with RAM in all caps).
Dutch shouted to Kent, “THE PRESSURE IS RIGHT. START THE DRILL!” Kent
then stood to his feet on the drilling tower, opened the code book and began to
preach from Hebrews 12:25-29 to set the 601 into motion. It began to spin and
immediately moved through the water and hit the clay.
Gabriel then said to me in the dream, “Greg, put these glasses on, go to the
edge of the platform, lean over and look into the water. You will be able to see
the 601’s activity. You will be able to give direction as it drills. The bit must not
destroy the clay. It must shape it.
Dutch shouted to me, “Hood, what do you see?” I replied, “I see the bit shaping
the clay in the water. The clay is men. The oor of this vast body of water are
men. Men being reshaped for the re from this New Tennent’s Well of Fire.
Gabriel said, “Dutch, keep the pressure at the right mark. It will increase and it
will need to be decreased at times. The pressure is important. There are other
cities in America that the Water level is almost right. You will nd this Well in
those places too. You know the operational procedure now. This Well is Key.”
Nashville is a rst fruit from this well. End of Dream

